Search engine logs contain a large amount of click-through data that can be leveraged as soft indicators of relevance. In this paper we address the sponsored search retrieval problem which is to find and rank relevant ads to a search query. We propose a new technique to determine the relevance of an ad document for a search query using click-through data. The method builds on a collaborative filtering approach to discover new ads related to a query using a click graph. It is implemented on a graph with several million edges and scales to larger sizes easily. The proposed method is compared to three different baselines that are state-of-the-art for a commercial search engine. Evaluations on editorial data indicate that the model discovers many new ads not retrieved by the baseline methods. The ads from the new approach are on average of better quality than the baselines.
INTRODUCTION
Major search engines typically see traffic which amounts to several million queries and a correspondingly large number of user-clicks on documents as a response to those queries. While clicks are noisy due to issues of click fraud, accidental or exploratory clicks and position-bias, they can often be interpreted as a weak indicator of relevance. Several recent works have used click information to improve performance on various tasks (e.g., [11, 9, 18] ). We propose an algorithm Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. that operates on a large bipartite graph of queries and documents , where an edge between a query and a document is determined by whether users have clicked on the given document for the query. We apply an approach from collaborative filtering to first determine query-query similarity on this bipartite graph. The proposed method uses these query similarity scores to discover new documents that have not been shown for a given query before.
In this paper we illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm in the specific domain of sponsored search, where we aim to retrieve and rank textual ads that are relevant to a search query. Our work treats these textual ads as documents and in the remainder of the paper we use the terms ads and documents interchangeably. We find that our proposed method is better than several baseline systems in terms of the quality of the retrieved ads as measured by editorial assessments. Finally our proposed techniques are general enough so that they can be applied to other domains with click feedback such as web search or image search.
SPONSORED SEARCH OVERVIEW
A search engine typically displays sponsored listings on the top and the right hand side of the web-search results, in response to a user query. The advertiser bids on a set of keywords or bidded phrases, e.g., sports shoes, canvas shoes etc. The advertiser also submits a creative for each bidded phrase, which is a textual representation the search engine displays in response to a query. An advertiser can choose to use standard or advanced match for the keywords in an ad group. Enabling only standard match for the keyword "sports shoes", will result in the corresponding creative being shown only for that exact query. Whereas, if the keyword is enabled for advance match, the search engine can show the same ad for the related queries "running shoes" ,"track shoes" and other related queries. The algorithm proposed in this paper is used for "advanced match".
GENERATING AD SUGGESTIONS FROM THE QUERY-AD GRAPH
It is useful to describe the problem in terms of a bipartite graph G(Q, A, E ). The set of queries Q, (|Q| = M ) and the set of ads A, (|A| = N ) comprise the partitions of the graph and E is the set of edges that connect queries to ads. A query q and an ad a are connected if a user issued the query q and clicked on the URL corresponding to the ad a from the list of sponsored search results. The edge between q and a is weighted by rq,a with rq,a > 0. The weight rq,a represents the strength of the association and can be measured as a function of the number of clicks generated for query q and ad a among all users, the click-through-rate (CTR) of the query ad pair, the number of conversions 1 for the query ad pair (q, a) or some other measure of affinity between query q and ad a. In this work an edge for (q, a) exists only if q and a appear in the sponsored search logs. Furthermore as described in Section 3, we use two formulations for the corresponding edge weight, a position normalized CTR (nCTR) and a machine-learned estimate of the probability of click.
The goal of the algorithm is to predict the unknown responses in the matrix R. Based on a common family of Collaborative Filtering approaches, termed "neighborhood methods" [4, 13, 17] , our method first computes similarities between queries and then computes a prediction of the response between a query and a new ad based on how similar queries responded to the same ad. Breese et al [4] find that the correlation based formulation performs very well for a wide variety of tasks and our method is based on that. The approach consists of two operations: finding similar queries and then predicting the response of unseen query-ad pairs.
We estimate the similarity sij between two queries i and j with the Pearson correlation. If we represent queries by the corresponding rows in the response matrix R, and set nonobserved query-ad pair responses to zero, the correlation similarity is computed as:
(1) where ri (rj) is the mean response of query qi (qj ) over all advertisements. The correlation measure is normalized for global mean and variance effects. The summations are computed over the set of common ads between the two queries, the support set S(i, j). Similarity measures computed over larger support sets are likely to be more robust, so we adjust the similarity metric by an overlap factor to discount similarity scores for query pairs with a small support set. The overlap factor is defined as:
The similarity score between two queries qi and qj becomes:
Each query is characterized by a vector qi = [ri,1, . . . , ri,N ] where ri,j is the edge weight between query qi and ad aj . The semantics of the query qi is captured in the ads that are associated with the query with varying measures of intensity represented by r i,k for each ad a k . Similarly the queries that are associated with an ad in the bipartite graph provide a description of the ad. The similarity score sums over all ads in the support set. A potential disadvantage in this formulation is that ads that are linked to a very large number of queries have diffused semantics and are not a good indicator of similarity. We define the inverse frequency for advertisement a k as: f k = log M (# of queries linked to a k ) and weigh the responses in qi as:
The similarity score can now use the new edge weights f k r i,k instead of r i,k in order to discount the effect of advertisers that associate the same ad with a large number of bidded phrases. These advertisers typically aim to display their ads to a large number of users to make their brand known and do not mind a low CTR, whereas our algorithm goal is to find relevant ads and queries. This approach is commonly used in information retrieval where word frequencies are modified by their inverse document frequency in order to offset the importance of words that occur in multiple documents.
Using the similarity measures defined above, we compute the set Q K (t) of K nearest neighbor queries to qt. An ad ai that is not adjacent to query qt in the bipartite graph G has an unobserved response. If ai is adjacent to any of the queries in Q K (t), we derive the predicted response rt,i between query qt and ad ai as the weighted average of the responses of these neighboring queries: rt,i =
The observed responses r k,i are weighted by the query similarity score for each query rewrite qt to q k . If the response matrix R holds the observed CTR, the computed quantity is the predicted CTR for a new query-ad pair. For the remainder of the paper we refer to the response prediction following the above equation as the QuAd-Click-Graph (query-ad-click-graph) approach. One issue with using observed CTR as a response meaure is the problem of position-bias for clicks [15, 11] which is partly due to the top-down order in which users navigate the ranked list and partly due to the inherent bias in their belief of a search engine's ability. To account for this position bias, we use a position-normalized CTR metric (nCTR) that computes the number of clicks divided by the expected clicks of an item as a rank normalized version of CTR [19, 7, 1] .
The response r k,i can alternately be estimated using a machine learned model that predicts the probability that the user is likely to click on an ad for a query P (click|q, ad). We find that learning a maximum entropy model for this task is quite effective. The model is identical to the one described in the work of Shaparenko et al [16] and is learned from the query logs of a major search engine. Empirically we found that using nCTR for the query-query similarity scores and p(click|query, ad) for the query-ad similarity scores was the best weighting scheme. Detailed experiments on the choice of weighting schemes (r k,i ) for the query-query similarity method and query-ad similarity scores are available in [1] .
The click-graph in our implementation is constructed from 2-week slice the of sponsored search traffic for a commercial search engine and consists of user queries and the associated ads that are displayed and clicked. A typical graph consists of 27 million unique queries, 20 million unique ads and 51 million query-ad edges. Each edge of this bipartite graph represents a click response between the associated query and ad. The graph is regenerated every week in order to include recent queries and capture recent changes in user activity. The algorithms can easily be implemented in a map-reduce framework and new query-query and query-ad associations can be detected in a few hours.
RELATED WORK
Past work on finding relevant ads for a query has typically used one of two different approaches: (a) query rewriting methods (e.g., [12, 14] ) or (b) direct query-ad matching approaches (e.g., [5] ). In query rewriting, the goal is to generate a relevant rewrite qj for a given query qi. Then ads associated with the bidded phrase qj are retrieved in response to input query qi. In direct query-ad matching the ads are treated as documents and are ranked using a standard information retrieval technique.
Typical query re-writing approaches learn from user query transformations extracted from web-search logs [12, 20] . These transformations include similar queries and sub-phrases in query reformulations that are obtained from user sessions in the logs. We use the session-based query rewrite approach [12] as a baseline and show that our proposed method performs well in comparison. It is also possible to use a traditional web-search approach (e.g., [6, 8] ) for the advertising problem (e.g, [5] ) . We further describe one such system that we use as our baseline in Section 5.
Recent work on query recommendation and query clustering has considered the input data in web search as a bipartite click graph of queries and documents with edges that correspond to click information (e.g., [3, 18, 9, 10, 2] ). Viewed as a random walk on a bipartite graph, our method enables walks of 3-step transitions for query suggestions and 4-step transitions for query-ad response prediction. As found in prior work, limits on the maximum transition length lead to higher precision. Unlike most methods we utilize a function of CTR as the weight on the graph edges that avoids following popular paths obtained due to selection bias. A more detailed comparison of our work to random walk methods is deferred to the longer version of this paper [1] .
Our work also follows prior research on collaborative filtering [4, 13, 17] that have been extensively applied to useritem data sets where the edge weights are either binaryvalued or reveal ratings and preferences. The goals are to recommend new items to users preferences, cluster similar users or similar items based on associations derived from historical preferences. The use of Pearson correlation for recommender systems has been detailed in [4] and has been used in recommendation tasks for large data sets [13, 17] .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We compare the QuAd-Click-Graph method to three baselines. The first uses an information retrieval approach that matches queries directly to the ad and the remaining two baselines are based on query rewriting techniques.
Our first baseline is the direct query-ad system based on a commercial search index of the ads. Given a query, a search is performed on the index of landing pages and ad descriptions. The system uses a machine learned ranking function trained on query-document pairs similar to the the basic approach of Chen et al for web-search [8] . The model uses several features that broadly fall into three classes: (a) query features, such as query length (b) document level features, such as host-trust, anchor-text, category information and (c) features that model the query document relationship, such as word-overlap in various sections of the landing page. We refer to this as the IRB (information retrieval baseline) in the rest of the paper.
The first query rewriting baseline is the query log based system described in greater detail by the work of Jones et al [12] introduced in Section 4. We refer to this system as LBQSB (log based query substitution baseline). The second query rewriting baseline is the collaborative filtering approach described in Section 3. We refer to this set of nearest neighbor queries as the CFB (collaborative filtering baseline). We take up to five query rewrites per query, ranked by query similarity score.
The above three baseline methods are a subset of the techniques that contribute to edges on the click-graph used for our proposed methods. The Query-Ad Click Graph system builds on top of this graph and therefore, the method discovers not only new documents/ads not retrieved by the CFB method, but also new documents that were not discovered by any of the other baselines.
We provide an evaluation of the QuAd-Click-Graph ad suggestions for a sample set of 1,000 randomly selected queries that are representative of typical search engine traffic. We generate the QuAd-Click-Graph ad suggestions as well as ads from each of the three baseline systems for this query set. The pooled set of query-ad pairs retrieved by all systems were labeled by trained editors who gave each ad a rating from one of the seven categories: the score Perfect is reserved for ads that are a perfect match to a query where there is only one correct answer. Certainly Attractive results meet or are strongly related to the likely commercial intent or explicit need of the query. Probably attractive and Somewhat attractive labels were assigned to ads that had a shift in scope/specificity from the original intent of the query. Judges marked listing as Probably Not Attractive when they can see the relationship between the listing and the query, but the listing is not likely to meet a commercial need of the user. Ads for which a user was never likely to click on were marked Certainly Not Attractive. The editors were experienced professionals, trained in the task, which had strict and very detailed guidelines with several examples for each label. Each judgment is associated with a point value (3.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2, 0.0 respectively) which enables us to compute a weighted average-score of the listings returned by each of the systems. Table 1 presents results of the editorial evaluation for query-ad pairs generated by our three baseline suggestion systems, as well as the proposed QuAd-click-graph. For each query, editors score all of the proposed suggestions and the scores are averaged to produce an overall quality score per method. Column 2 in table 1 gives the percent of retrieved ads that are relevant (ie., had a score greater than "somewhat attractive") and column 3 presents the total number of listings retrieved by each method.
RESULTS
The QuAd-click-graph query-ad pairs achieve the highest average editorial score, with a similar quality to the IRB system (although the IRB system produces much fewer overall ad suggestions). The CFB and LBQSB systems produce more suggestions (although still less than the QuAd-clickgraph), but with significantly lower average quality.
The distribution of editorial scores per system is graphed in Figure 1 . The bar graph displays the percent of suggestions that fall into each editorial category. Again, QuAdclick-graph and IRB have similar trends, with about 10% Certainly Attractive and 30% Probably Attractive ads. CFB and LBQSB distributions are heavier at lower quality, with rt,i threshold 0 . Table 2 presents the average editorial score at various response score thresholds. In addition, we present the number queries with ads (and total number of ads) at each threshold to show the trade-off between number of ads and average quality. We select a threshold of 1.5 in order to achieve an average editorial score of .51, while still maintaining coverage 2 of 178 out of 1,000 queries. Tests on online traffic revealed similar results and are reported in [1] . 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a collaborative filtering algorithm for sponsored search ad retrieval that operates on a large bipartite graph of queries and ads to predict new ads likely to be clicked based on click data for related query-ad pairs. Our approach finds related queries based on a correlation measure over the query-ad graph, and then ranks candidate ads based on their average (weighted by query rewrite similarity score) expected click propensity over related queries. We compare our approach to three common baselines and find that we consistently improve performance. Editorial evaluations found good average quality for our method, and we verified the algorithm with online bucket tests. We find that ads proposed by our approach have a greater normalized 2 coverage is the portion of queries for which ads from a given algorithm are available click-through-rate and also perform well in the re-ranking stage of the ad presentation system.
